
The Amazing Alberta Time Travel Adventures
Of Wild Roping Roxy And Family Day

Have you ever dreamt about traveling through time and experiencing the wonders
of the past? Join Wild Roping Roxy and her adventurous family as they embark
on an unbelievable journey through the beautiful province of Alberta!

An to Alberta

Located in western Canada, Alberta is a land of diversity and natural beauty.
Known for its stunning Rocky Mountains, crystal-clear lakes, and vast prairies,
this province offers a myriad of opportunities for exploration and adventure.
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The Beginning of an Extraordinary Journey

One sunny morning, Roxy and her family set out on a road trip to visit their
relatives in Alberta. Little did they know that this trip would be unlike any other
they had taken before. As they crossed the provincial border, they stumbled upon
an ancient artifact – a mysterious pocket watch.

The moment Roxy touched the watch, a whirlwind of energy engulfed the family,
transporting them back in time, before their very eyes. They found themselves in
the heart of Alberta, but in a different era.

Transported to the Prehistoric Times

The first stop on their time-traveling adventure was the prehistoric era. Roxy and
her family encountered magnificent dinosaurs, seemingly coming to life in their
natural habitat. They marveled at the incredible size of these creatures and
witnessed the power of nature unfold right before their eyes.
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A Stroll Through the Wild West

As the family continued their journey through time, they landed in the Wild West.
They found themselves in the middle of a bustling cowboy town, complete with
saloons, cowboys on horseback, and the sound of spurs jingling with every step.

Roxy, along with her family, joined a group of cowboys for an exhilarating
horseback rodeo. They learned how to rope cattle, master the art of barrel racing,
and even enjoyed a thrilling showdown at the legendary OK Corral.

Witnessing the Mighty Dinosaurs Once Again
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With a twist of fate, Roxy and her family were transported back to the prehistoric
era once more. This time, they had the opportunity to get up close and personal
with the dinosaurs. They even had the chance to ride a mighty T-Rex!

Exploring the Canadian Rockies

After bidding farewell to the prehistoric era, Roxy and her family found
themselves in the majestic Canadian Rockies. The towering mountains, serene
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lakes, and dazzling glaciers seemed like a dream come true. They ventured on
breathtaking hikes, witnessed mesmerizing waterfalls, and discovered hidden
caves.

Return to the Present

Although the family would have happily continued their time-traveling adventure
forever, it was time to return to the present day. With a heavy heart, they held
hands and touched the magical pocket watch once again.

In a flash, Roxy and her family found themselves back in their car, driving along
the familiar roads of Alberta. They whispered to each other, relishing the
memories of their incredible journey and promising to keep the magic alive in
their hearts forever.

An Unforgettable Alberta Experience

Roxy and her family had experienced the wonders of Alberta like never before.
Their time-traveling adventure took them to extraordinary places, allowing them to
witness the beauty of the past while cherishing the present. It was a tale they
would never forget and an experience that would forever be etched in their
hearts.

Plan Your Own Alberta Adventure

If you're inspired by Roxy and her family's story, it's time to plan your own Alberta
adventure. Discover the stunning landscapes, rich history, and captivating wildlife
this province has to offer. Whether you're hiking through the Canadian Rockies,
exploring the charming cities, or visiting the UNESCO World Heritage Site,
Dinosaur Provincial Park, there's an adventure waiting for you in Alberta.



Don't miss out on the opportunity to create your own unforgettable memories
while exploring the wonders of Alberta. Start planning your time-traveling
adventure today!
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What if people could actually go back to the past?

The 15-year-old twins Roxy and Ray soon find out, when their eccentric Uncle
Bob from Drumheller discovers two magical dinosaur eggs and builds a time
machine. In the blink of an eye, the twins and their dog, Jasper, travel back to
Alberta’s early days. In Edmonton, while celebrating the province’s birth in 1905
and its anniversary 10 years later, they meet many famous historical characters.
As their amazing adventure continues, the trio boards a train to Calgary and, en
route, comes face to face with a giant arm wrestler, train robbers, and a cage full
of escaping rattlesnakes.

A riskier leap back in time lands the twins and Jasper in 1912—at the very first
Calgary Stampede! There, alongside colourful real-life rodeo stars, the twins set
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out to save the career and romance of their great-great-grandmother, a world
class trick-roping cowgirl. With time running out, Wild Roping Roxy must
somehow get the best of a deadly bucking bronco. And when Family Day Ray
rides Hurricane, one of the meanest bulls in the land, the thrill of a lifetime could
end in disaster...
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